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Abstract. Jaro-Winkler distance is a measurement to measure the sim-
ilarity between two strings. Since Jaro-Winkler distance performs well
in matching personal and entity names, it is widely used in the areas
of record linkage, entity linking, information extraction. Given a query
string q, Jaro-Winkler distance similarity search finds all strings in a
dataset D whose Jaro-Winkler distance similarity with q is no more than
a given threshold τ . With the growth of the dataset size, to efficiently
perform Jaro-Winkler distance similarity search becomes challenge prob-
lem. In this paper, we propose an index-based method that relies on
a filter-and-verify framework to support efficient Jaro-Winkler distance
similarity search on a large dataset. We leverage e-variants methods to
build the index structure and pigeonhole principle to perform the search.
The experiment results clearly demonstrate the efficiency of our methods.
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1 Introduction

Entity linking (EL) aims to link all mentions to potential entities in a knowl-
edge base (KB) after named entity recognition (NER). However, large amounts
of ment ions and entities become the obstacle of the efficient issue. At present,
EL methods find mentions and entity candidates using a standard lexicon. Lev-
enshtein distance is a popular distance function to filter strings, but it some-
times does not work on short strings, especially named entities. According to [4],
Jaro-Winkler distance (dJW ) is an efficient distance function to measure name-
matching task.

Mentions and entities are represented as (short) strings in lexicons. Our prob-
lem can be modeled as an approximate entity matching problem: Given a lexicon
of entity strings and a list of mention strings, we aim to find all potential entity
strings in the lexicon for each mention string. In our knowledge, [5] proposed the
only approximate entity matching methods by using Jaro-Winkler distance. The
idea is to use a trie structure to filter dissimilar strings and prune nodes in trie.
The limitation in the work [5] is that it only considers the common characters
of strings, and should traverse large amounts of nodes in the trie structure to
reach the lower bound of Jaro-Winkler distance.
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In this paper, we solve the approximate entity matching in a new perspective.
Our contribution can be summarized as follows.

– We proposed a new lower bound of Jaro-Winkler distance. Instead of index-
ing single characters, we combined characters into signatures and check the
number of common signatures between strings.

– We designed a new index structure and efficient query processing algorithm
to support Jaro-Winkler distance.

– We have conducted comprehensive experiments using several named entity
datasets. The proposed method has been shown to achieve the best perfor-
mance among all other ones.

2 Related Work

Jaro-Winkler distance is a general similarity metric used in entity linking [8,11],
record linkage [2–4,6], and data cleaning [12]. This paper focuses on how to use
Jaro-Winkler distance to performance efficient string similarity search.

For similarity metrics, such as Levenshtein distance, Jaccard similarity, cosine
similarity, index-based methods (incl. inverted index based methods and trie
based methods) are the most efficient methods of string similarity search so far.

Inverted Index Based Methods. Many state-of-the-art algorithms [13,16,17]
adopted inverted index structure to performance query processing. PassJoin [10]
partitioned strings according to pigeonhole principle into the set of substrings
and indexed these substrings. PPJoin+ [17] utilized tokens as signatures to con-
struct inverted index and introduced positional filtering and suffix filtering to
prune false positives. EdJoin [16] and qGramChunk [13] extracted q-grams or
q-chunks as signatures to build index, and they designed prefix filterings with
shorter prefix size to prune strings. NGPP [15] combined pigeonhole principle and
e-variants to generate variant strings, and indexed these strings in the inverted
index to improve query processing. Inverted index based methods are very effi-
cient in long strings.

Trie Based Methods. Trie based methods [5,7] adopted the trie structure to
perform string similarity search and join. TrieJoin [7] utilized the trie structure
to deal with edit distance metric. By adding some pruning strategies, TrieJoin
could terminate its method early. LIMES [5] worked in Jaro-Winkler distance
metric and counted the common characters between two strings by traversing
the trie structure. Trie based methods adapt to short strings, such as short titles,
person names and so on.

3 Problem Definition

Definition 1. Given a list of query mentions M and a lexicon D of entities,
the task of approximate entity matching with the Jaro-Winkler distance threshold
τJW is to find all mention-and-entity pairs < qm, se > (qm ∈ M , se ∈ D) that
dJW (qm, se) ≥ τJW .
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Notations. We denote the lexicon of entities as D and collection of mentions
as M. We use lmin and lmax to represent the minimal and maximal lengths of
strings in D. D[i] is represented as the i-th entity string in D. τJ is the threshold
of Jaro distance, and τJW is the threshold of Jaro-Winkler distance.

4 Lower Bound of Jaro-Winkler Distance

In this section, we first explore the lower bound of Jaro distance and then add
the constraint of Winkler distance.
Lower Bound of Jaro Distance. According to Jaro Distance dJ ( Eq. 1), given
strings s1 and s2, we know 0 ≤ t ≤ m

2 according to [4]. Now we set t = 0 and
design a lower bound of common characters of Jaro distance.

dJ =
1
3
(

m

|s1| +
m

|s2| +
m − t

m
) ≤ 1

3
(

m

|s1| +
m

|s2| + 1) = dlb
J (1)

If dlb
J (s1, s2) ≥ τJ , we have the number of common characters m ≥ T =

(3τj−1)|s1||s2|
|s1|+|s2| , which is the lower bound of strings s1 and s2. After calculating

T , we utilize pigeonhole principle and e-variants [15] to filter strings. Due to no
order of matching characters of Jaro distance, we sort all characters according to
a specific order L (e.g. the alphabetical order). The construction of L is ignored
due to limited space. We calculate the lower bound between s1 and s2 as follow.

1. We calculate T described above.
2. We utilize pigeonhole principle to separately partition s1 and s2 into k1 and

k2 parts P1 = {s11, s
2
1, . . . , s

k1
1 } and P2 = {s12, s

2
2, . . . , s

k2
2 }. In detail, we design

special splitting characters SC to generate partitions. SC is a set of special
characters used to partition strings according to L. s is sorted according to
L, and then partitioned according to SC as several parts.

3. We separately allocate errors for P1 and P2 as E1 = {e11, e
2
1, . . . , e

k1
1 } and

E2 = {e12, e
2
2, . . . , e

k2
2 }, where

∑k1
i=1 ei

1 = |s1| − T and
∑k2

i=1 ei
2 = |s2| − T .

4. We generate all ei
1-variants for si

1 of s1 and ej
2-variants for sj

2 of s2 (1 ≤ i ≤ k1,
1 ≤ j ≤ k2). V ar(s1, T ) and V ar(s2, T ) are denoted as sets of variants of all
partitions of s1 and s2. For example, V ar(s1, T ) =

⋃k1
i=1 ei

1 var(si
1).

Lemma 1. New lower bound of Jaro distance. For strings s1 and s2, and
the minimal common characters T , V ar(s1, T )

⋂
V ar(s2, T ) �= ∅.

Lower Bound of Jaro-Winkler Distance. Given dJW ≥ τJW and the defini-
tion of dJW , we can deduce the threshold τJ of Jaro distance dJ ≥ τJ = τJW −P ′·l

1−P ′·l .
Given s1 and s2, we calculate P ′, and then calculate τJ . Then we use the above
lower bound to check common variants of s1 and s2.
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5 Index Construction for Jaro-Winkler Distance

Given a collection of entities D, the character sequence L, the set of splitting
characters SC, and the minimum Jaro threshold τmin

J , we first construct the
index IJ of Jaro distance. L is partitioned into L1, L2, . . . LK parts according
to SC.

First, we sort each entity si ∈ D (1 ≤ i ≤ |D|) in the special order of L.
If same characters exist in one string, we consider them as different char-
acters. Then according to SC, we partition si into ki non-overlapping sub-
strings Pi = {s1i , s

2
i , . . . , s

ki
i }. Next, given the minimal threshold τmin

J , we cal-
culate the least common number of characters Tmin

i for si (i.e., maximal error).
After partition si into ki partitions, we evenly allocate errors for ki partitions
as Emax

i = {e1i , e
2
i , . . . , e

ki
i }. Finally, we generate V ar(si, T

min
i ) for si where

V ar(si, T
min
i ) =

⋃ki

j=1 ej
i var(sj

i ), and insert all elements w ∈ V ar(si, T
min
i ) as

keys and tuples (i, si, ki, e) as values into the inverted index, where i is the entity
ID of si, and e is the number of deleted characters. After inserting all entities
in IJ , we sort elements (entities) in lists according to the decreasing order of
|si| − e · ki. The reason is to apply early termination in query processing step
(See Sect. 6).

Winkler distance only considers the first four prefix characters of strings.
We construct a 4-level trie structure to index four prefix characters of strings in
D. We enumerate all four prefix characters in lexicon D, and insert them into
IJW . According to the definition of Jaro-Winkler distance, if dJW (s1, s2) ≥ τJW

we can calculate the threshold of Jaro distance at i-th level as τ i
J = τJW −i·l

1−i·l .
For example, the 2nd level of IJW means two strings have 2 common prefix
characters, and τ2

J = τJW −2l
1−2l . Thus i-level node (0 ≤ i ≤ 4) in the index IJW

denotes the index of Jaro distance IJ with threshold τ i
J .

6 Online Query Processing

6.1 Query Processing of Jaro Distance

In this section, we solve the problem of online query processing of Jaro distance.
Given a query q ∈ M, and the threshold τJ of Jaro distance, we retrieve all
strings s ∈ D that dJ(q, s) ≥ τJ .

For a query q, we sort and partition q into kq partitions Pq = {q1, q2, . . . , qkq}
according to L and SC. Considering lmin, we can get the minimal common char-
acters between q and entities in D as Tmin = (3τJ−1)|q|·lmin

|q|+lmin
. Then we generate

error allocation strategy as Emin = {e1min, e2min, . . . , e
kq

min}. Errors are evenly
allocated to each partition. Finally, we generate the variant set V ar(q, Tmin),
probe the index structure and extract corresponding inverted lists from IJ .

Tmin is the minimal common characters, and the bound is not tight enough.
In general, for any entity s ∈ D, we can deduce the common character rate RT =

T
Tmin

= |s|·(|q|+lmin)
(|q|+|s|)·lmin

. Thus, the minimal number of common characters between
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s and q are �RT · Tmin�. Meanwhile, according to Emin, we have
∑kq

i=1 ei
min =

|q| − Tmin. For any entity s ∈ D, we can allocate error as E = {e1, e2, . . . , ekq},
where

∑kq

i=1 ei = |q| − �RT · Tmin�. Due to even allocation strategy of errors, we

assign ei (1 ≤ i ≤ kq) as ei =
⌊

|q|−Tmin

|q|−�RT ·Tmin� · ei
min

⌋
.

We have the following strategies to accelerate query processing, and Algo-
rithm 1 is the pseudo-code of query processing.

1. Early Termination. In any list H of IJ , we can get tuples (eid, s, k, e) ∈ H.
Assume e is the smallest allocated error of k partitions of string s. Then we
have |s| − e · k ≥ Teid ≥ Tmin, where Teid is the least number of common
characters between s and q. According to Sect. 5, elements in list H of index
IJ are all sorted according to the decreasing order of value |s| − e · k. Thus,
we sequentially scan elements in list H until |s| − e · k ≤ Tmin.

2. Skipping Elements. We take the length of string in D into account. For an
entry (eid, s, k, e) in list H of IJ , if |s| − e · k ≥ C = (3τJ−1)|s||q|

|s|+|q| , we consider
s or eid as potential candidate, otherwise, we discard and skip it.

Algorithm 1. JS(D, q, τJ , L, SC)

Sort and partition query q into partition P = {q1, q2, . . . , qk} according to SC;1

Calculate the minimal common characters Tmin of q;2

Allocate minimal errors Emin = {e1min, e2min, . . . , ek
min}, cand = {};3

for qi ∈ P do4

Generate all variant set e var(qi) of qi;5

for w ∈ e var(qi) do6

if I[w] �= ∅ then7

H ← I[w], Tlb = (3τJ−1)|q||smin|
|q|+|smin| , where smin is the minimal length8

of string in H;
for (eid, s, k, e) ∈ H do9

if |s| − �v · k� ≤ Tlb then10

break;11

if |s| − �v · k� ≥ C and then12

cand = cand ∪ {s};13

return cand;14

6.2 Query Processing of Jaro-Winkler Distance

In the query processing of Jaro-Winkler distance, query q first traverses the trie
structure to find sets of strings that share from 0 to 4 prefix characters with q.
For each level, we calculate their corresponding thresholds of Jaro distance. The
following step is to use Algorithm 1 to find results.
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7 Experiments

7.1 Experimental Setup

The following algorithms are compared in the experiment.

– JWS, JWSN are our methods that apply Pigeonhole principle and e-variants.
Here JWSN means we turn off filtering strategies of our methods.

– LIMES 1 [5] is the trie-based method based on Jaro-Winkler distance.
– Scan is the baseline method that perform sequential scan on the existing

lexicon.

All experiments were conducted on a server with QuadCore AMD Opteron
8378@2.4GHz Processor and 96GB RAM whose system operation is Ubuntu
12.04. In our experiments, we select four publicly available datasets as follow.

– AMiner-Author [14] is a collection that contains 1.7 million author names.
– AIDA-Lexicon [9] is the lexicon of entities that contain approximate 9 million

entities from Wikipedia. We randomly sample 1 million entities as our entity
collection.

– UKB-Lexicon [1] is the lexicon of entities that contain nearly 4 million enti-
ties. We also randomly sample 1 million as one of our datasets

– IMDB is the collection that contains approximate 350 thousands actor names.

We measure the overall query response time and candidate size of each method
in the following.

7.2 Query Performance

We show the total query running time of four datasets. Figure 1(a), (b), (c)
and (d) are query time of four methods with Scan on four datasets. Because
LIMES deals with string similarity join problem, we add index construction time
into the total running time. JWSI and JWSNI are denoted as methods that
involve the index construction time with and without filtering strategies.

Among all methods, Scan almost achieves the worst performance, which is
at least 10 times slower than JWSI . LIMES has the second worst query per-
formance. For example, in Fig. 1(a), when τ = 0.84, LIMES is 20 times slower
than JWSI . Meanwhile, LIMES does not work well with a small threshold. When
τ = 0.8, LIMES is very slow and cannot beat Scan. JWSI and JWSNI are our
methods that involve the index construction time. For different τ , we always
construct the index with τmin = 0.8. JWSNI is the method with index con-
struction time but without any filtering strategies. When τ is small (e.g., 0.8,
0.82), JWSI runs almost 2 times faster than JWSNI . This is because filtering
strategies can largely prune many false positives. However, as τ increases, their
gap is becoming smaller, because pigeonhole principle and e-variants have strong
pruning power with high values of τ . JWSI and JWSNI are faster than LIMES,
1 https://github.com/AKSW/LIMES-dev.

https://github.com/AKSW/LIMES-dev
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(a) Query Time AMiner Dataset
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(b) Query Time AIDA-Lexicon
Dataset
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(c) Query Time UKB-Lexicon
Dataset
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(d) Query Time IMDB Dataset
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Fig. 1. Query running time and average candidate number

especially when τ is small. For example, in Fig. 1(b), JWSI is nearly 3 times
faster when τ = 0.84. This is because LIMES needs to search the trie structure
to the deeper levels to make sure all results are retrieved if τ is small. To better
show the efficiency of Jaro-Winkler similarity search, JWS is the method that
excludes index construction time. JWS is much faster than any other methods.
For example, in Fig. 1(c), when τ = 0.88, JWS has 12.06 s of total query time,
which is at least 20 times faster than the best of others.

7.3 Candidate Number

We show the candidate number of JWS and JWSN (See Fig. 1(e) and (f)). With-
out filtering strategies, JWSN still has pruning power. For example, in Fig. 1(e),
JWSN can still prune 95% strings when τ = 0.8. JWS is the method that involves
filtering strategies, and its pruning power is much more powerful. In Fig. 1(e),
JWS can prune 98.82% strings when τ = 0.8, and its candidate number is approx-
imately 4 times smaller than JWSN . As τ increases, the candidate size of JWS
decreases rapidly. This is because the filtering strategies work and dominate the
whole filtering procedure with the large threshold.
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8 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new lower bound of Jaro-Winkler distance to
improve query performance. By using signatures that consist of characters in
the same partition, we proposed a method of index construction and online
query processing. Moreover, we showed the query running time and candi-
date number. In future work, we consider to improve the verification cost of
Jaro-Winkler distance and propose some parallel query processing methods to
solve this problem.
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